Good Morning Year 5,
I hope you had a good week end and are ready to get on with this week’s learning !
Try your best to do some reading, writing, maths, and afternoon lessons each day plus your daily exercise! The
Year 5 lockdown timetable is below and a chart of daily work for this week if you cannot get online to do the
activities through purple mash or my maths or Google Classroom
Here is a reminder of our lockdown timetable. Remember it doesn’t matter if you swap things around a bit but
do your best!
Year 5
9-9.30 30 minutes of exercise ( Joe Wickes, Go Noodle, a run around the garden or a brisk walk with your
family)
9.45-10.45 60 minutes of MATHS ( 1 or 2 purple mash/ my maths or BBC ks2 bitesize activities or 1 or 2 paper
maths activities in your maths book)
10.45-11am – Have a little break
11- 12 60 minutes Reading / Writing / Grammar (If you can get online I have set a chapter of a purple mash
book to read every day with 2 or 3 comprehension/ grammar activities. Read the chapter then pick 2 of the
quick activities to do then do a piece of writing linked to the chapter you have read: There are some writing
activities set in purple mash or you could choose a different activity from this list each day .
- a summary of the chapter
- Write a character’s diary about what has happened
- Describe a setting
- Write a character description
- Write a letter to or from a character
- Think of 6 questions you would ask a character and write the answers too.
- Record your predictions about what might happen in the next chapter and why you think that.
- Write a story or poem for one of the competitions (This could be your daily writing over 1 or 2 days).
If you cannot get online, read 3 or 4 pages of your reading book or a story out of a newspaper or magazine and
choose a writing task + complete 2 pages out of your grammar book.
Instead of reading your book do a comprehension out of the comprehension CGP book once or twice a week.
12-12.15 Practise spellings or times tables for 15 minutes.
To practise times tables you could use purple mash/ TT rock stars/ a quick fire test or bbc bitesize tables
activity – remember to concentrate on the ones you find trickiest!!
12.15 – 1pm LUNCH – Have a rest and relax.
1-2pm - After lunch choose 1 or 2 fun topic tasks to do. Choose 1 or 2 of the new TOPIC/ ART/ IT / SCIENCE/ DT
tasks on purple mash

I have just set up activities on Google classroom, purple mash and my maths for this week. Use your home
work books to record any written maths, writing work , reading comprehension or other home learning tasks!
If you can’t get access the online work please do the work book pages set out below:
Monday 9th
November

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

10th November

11th November

12th November

13th November

Read for at least 20
minutes and
imagine what is
going to happen
next in the story.
Draw or write
about how you
think the story will
unfold .

Read for at
least 20
minutes and
write a
summary of the
story so far or
choose a
different
character to
write about.

Read for at
least 20
minutes then
see how many
nouns,
adjectives and
verbs you can
find in 2 pages
of your book. –
List them in
your English
book.

Comprehension
practice:
CGP year 5
Comprehension:
p18 - 19
Tracking Basking
sharks
or Key
comprehension
bk 1: p2
How to make a
melon seed
necklace

CGP Y5 Grammar,
Punctuation and
Spelling(GPS): p10
and 11 adverbs
CGP Y4 GPS :p6
and 7 - verbs and
adverbs

CGP Y5
Grammar,
Punctuation
and
Spelling(GPS):
p12 verbs and
pronouns
CGP Y4 GPS :8
and 9 pronouns

Monday
16th
November

A –Write a
summary of
the article
about basking
sharks.
B – Look for the
bossy
imperative
verbs. Write
them down in
your English
book

CGP Y5:

CGP Y5

CGP Y5

p13 Relative
pronouns

p 14 –
determiners

p 15 clauses

CGP Y4
CGP 4
Write 5
sentences
using a
pronoun and a
noun.

CGP Y4
p 12 and 13

p14 and 15
clauses
determiners

eg He ate the
apple.
Handwriting:
Write the letters of
the alphabet
carefully in your
best handwriting

CGP
Handwriting Y5
: p9

CGP
CGP Handwriting
Handwriting Y5 Y5: alphabetical
: p10
animals p11

CGP Y4
Handwriting p9

CGP Y4
Handwriting p11

CGP
Handwriting
Y5: p12

CGP
Handwriting
Y5: p12

lower case then
the CAPITAL
LETTERS

CGP Y4
Handwriting
p10

Mental Maths:

Mental Maths:

Times tables Practice the times
tables you find
trickiest.

Times tables Practice the
times tables
you find
trickiest.

Written maths:
Written maths:
CGP targeted qu,
book
p21

CGP targeted
qu, book

Mental
Workout Y5
book:

Mental Workout:
2B or 2C

2A.
Written maths: Written maths:
CGP targeted
qu, book

CGP targeted qu,
book

p23

p24

Remembrance
Day

Remembrance
Day

CGP
Handwriting
Y4: p12

CGP
Handwriting
Y4: p12

Mental
Workout:

Mental
Workout:

3A

3B or 3C

Written maths:
CGP targeted
qu, book

p4 and 5

p2 and 3

p22

NEWS REPORT:

Science:

Write about your
weekend as if it
was going to be on
the front page og a
newsapaper:

Create a mind
map or list of
everything you
know about
Space!





headline

Add some
questions
paragraphs about things
you would like
punctuation to know… I
wonder
questions?

Write down
what you know
about
remembrance
day.
or
Write a poem
or prayer
about
remembering.
or
Create a piece
of art work
about
Remembering.

Think about what
it might be like to
be a fire fighter.
Write down a
day in the life of
a fire fighter.
Perhaps you
would give
people a bit of
advice for bonfire
night!

RE: Care and
commitment.
An acrostic
poem :
‘CARING’
Write a thank
you letter to
someone who
cares for you.

Art
Find an
interesting
object
maybe a
favourite
toy or a
piece of
fruit…it
could be
anything!
Look at it
carefully
and sketch
it on a piece
of paper or
in your
English
book. Look
carefully .

Remember you can email me if you : y5@stoswaldscatholicprimary.co.uk
I know you will all keep working hard at home. If you can take photos of work you do in your exercise books
and email them to me and if you need to ask anything email and I will reply as soon as I can. Do your best and
keep smiling!
Mrs Thomason

